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Introduction

The University of Prague1 unequivocally was one of the most important educa-
 Thus the stu-

1 

during my researches!

BOOKS AND THEIR CREATORS  

FROM THE MEDIEVAL KINGDOM OF HUNGARY  

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PRAGUE



Hungarian students. It is well known that the matriculation lists of the University 
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-

and used by the Hungarian students. The investigation of the using of these writ-
ings can bring new results on the theological interests of the students as well as 

-

which was made and used by Hungarian students.

-

and the copiers of these books can help to draw the intellectual streams of the 
th and 15th centuries.

De anima De somno et vigilia et alii
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degree.7 In contrast to the De somno et vigilia and other tracts which were recom-
mended to the magister artium degree
the De anima licentiatus artium th March 

 It means that he had to learn these works before his upcoming master’s 

Questiones super Metaphysicam Aristotelis
10 It is 

in Prague. How could this manuscript transferred to the property of Ladislaus? 
licentiatus artium

11 came home to Hungary and began his 

-

could been this manuscript in the hands of two students within a short period 
-

-

the Hungarian students regarding the peregrination from the perspective of legal 

GERZABEK
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th

peninsula leads the imaginary list regarding the preferences of the Hungarian 
th and 15th

of the Collegium Christi

Processus 
iudiciarius

13

brought some light on this manuscript and some others which were copied from 
15 Later 

Kinga Körmendy summarised the information related to the Processus.

foreign authors’ ordo iudiciarius. The Hungarian jurists adapted these ordos and 

Thomas de Pijesczano.17 This copy was most probably written in Prague and or-
-

placed the toponyms of the archdiocese of Prague to the toponyms of the archdio-

-
 

Processus. He linked 
possessor 

 KÖRMENDY -
C. TÓTH, -

-

-

13 -
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17 

Processus
in Prague.

 

 Ld. 11. lábjegyzet.
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inscription.
at the same time when Pijesczano also studied there.
got the manuscript from Pijesczano or inversely. The data help us to close the old 
debate about the provenience of the manuscript copied by Pijesczano. It seems 

use at the spiritual seat of the archdiocese of Esztergom or not. It’s beyond doubt 

magister tavernicorum 
regalium.  Lawrence matriculated in the Law University of Prague as prepositus 
Posoniensis

 
 David Jenkins supposed 

 someone 
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 Juraj Šedivý published the list of the 

30 These writings helped to the clergy in the daily practical 

settle the spiritual issues his Provostry according to the canonical regulations.31 
This fact lightens why the sources about the judicial actions of the provosts of 
Bratislava appear during the time of Provost Lawrence after the time of 1310s.

scholars. This is the copy of the commentary written to the Decretals of Pope 
33 

 In addition Peter studied in 
35

This is all we know about the philosophical and legal manuscripts relating 

in the region.

its doors to the inquirers.37 The main centre of theology studies was Paris in me-

historians only know fragments about Prague. However these data also bring 
some light upon important factors.

 ,
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-

he didn’t receive a degree.
-

 The pope prohibited the education and graduation at 

 His two 
Liber urinarum of 

Isaac Iudaeus. th century and 
th century.  

-
-

. He later 

Rosarius sive Floretus minor in 
 but he 

city. He get the atrium baccalareus -

 

 

 -

 

 RASHDALL DE-
MAITRE

 

 

 

 TÜSKÉS

 



ecclesiastical law.
Floretus

is the Rosarius sive Floretus minor Rosarium.  
magister

50 Rosarius sive Floretus minor -
ined manuscripts which certainly sympathised with the thoughts of the Hussites. 

was not the only medium which could have propagated the Hussite ideas to-

-
lators.51

 although its Hussite origin was queried many 
times.53

connections of the translations and the translators.  The question remains wheth-

-
tion is not acceptable and until we couldn’t identify the translators we can’t as-
sume that the Prague University had any direct effects on this matter in this early 
period.55

Martyrologium
Tractatus de reli-

gione
and the Europe-wide famous Legenda Aurea by Jacobus de Voragine.
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57

The other opportunity that the copier later became the member of this chapter 
since the whole ranks of the chapter in not known. If one of the known students 

 

 „ain guet ler von der mess” anyway.

-
th cen-

Tabulae Moysi et Abacuc de creatione angelorum

 
reader that collectae in castro Pragensi

Summa de casibus et poenitentiae
“explicit scriptura Innocentii quarti sub anno 

domini M CCCXC quinto […].

-

-
Summa de poenitentia

57 Ibidem.
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literature hadn’t taken notice on this question.
 

Sententiae
was written about the immorality that can be committed by the consorts. These 

when he get the bachelor degree

th -

th and 15th centuries.  The hand-

or the universities themselves made easier to acquire books. It worth to note at 
this point that the peregrination of the Hungarian parish priests and the lower 

th

70 71
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the universities were outstanding from the 1370s thanks to the new universities 
founded in Prague and Vienna.73 It resulted that the parish priests became the 

-

-

th century. In the light of this 
presumption the foundation of the library of the confraternity happened in the 

th

library cannot be found.
75

-

 

th or the very beginning of the 15th

the greater waves of the peregrination of the lower clergy (such as parish priests 

development of the Hungarian cultural life.

-

th century.77 -

this writing was not enjoyed great popularity outside the Kingdom of Bohemia. 

73 -

 MÂRZA
75 
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 The upmost line mentions 

 while the other was the 
baccalaureus 

decretorum -

-

 while there are information of the prov-

his manuscripts with his own hands. Besides the biography of the archbishop the 

entitled Expositio psalmorum poenitentialium, too. Unfortunately all these facts and 

The Summa Britonis

to 1377 and contains the 11th

De summo bono
 

Summa Britonis was written in the second half of the 13th cen-

of Paris.
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for instance along with Papias and Huguccio of Pisa the work of Brito sometimes 

artium et philosophiae section and 
 This work of Brito was very popular in Hun-

which two are just fragments from the 13th  while the third is a fragment 
 This version from 1377 fascinating not just because this is a whole 

trecentesimo septuagesimo septimo. This makes clear that the copier was an ecclesiasti-

 I had to dismiss 

-

-
dents of Buda at the University of Prague at this time. Two students come into ques-

of the Facultas artium.  Both of them could be the copier of this manuscript regard-

the strange form of the name in the inscription. In the contemporary use of names 
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sources of the University of Law also contains several Hungarian students with 
this name form. -

 Unfortunately we couldn’t prove any option with 
-

tunity these solutions.

pertinent ad fraternitatem per cybinium
introduced himself by Theodericus. If the copier’ intention was to inform us that 

beginning of the 15th

same.  plebanus in Parvo Horreo

make my opinion probable that reverend Buda is equal with Johannes de Buda. 
reverendus Buda

 Belonging to a university nation 

almost a decade after John of Buda left Prague.  Despite of this he had connections 

founded a library for the college from his own books.  How this book get to the 

-
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-

Catholicon
chapter of Esztergom.100

In the focus of the interests of the Hungarian students at the University of Prague 

of the remained and known manuscripts/copies belonged to this discipline. Pre-

-

of its translators. The theological manuscripts usually were copied in order to help 
the priests to guide the believers in their everyday life and to help them in other 

Processus iudiciarius played important role at 

not know yet. Thus the further researches need to clarify the connection between 

Collegium Christi

100 KÖRMENDY


